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New trend interior design Glass Ceramic Wall Coverings by Manroyce

Introducing the Glass Ceramic Tile. New Trend for kitchen backsplashes, bathroom and wall coverings.

July 1, 2010 - PRLog -- If you are looking for a new wall decorative material for your interior decoration.
The Glass Ceramic Tile may be one of the best choice. Different from other kind of mosaic, glass ceramic
tile has its unique features. It is made of two different kind of materials. With some crack glass pieces on
top and ceramic base. The glass ceramic tile outstand itself from the other mosaic.

"It need a very high and delicated technique to produce those glass ceramic tile. We have a stringent quality
control during the production time. During the production process, the color and shape will alter even with
a slightly change of the heat temperature. Our technical engineer need to be very careful with each little
step " said Kit Wong, export manager of Manroyce.

Every piece of the glass ceramic tile is so details and it has the classic feeling and with added trendy style.
It come with the different size and shape with 1" x 1", 1" x 2", 2" x 2" and diamond shape. And with more
than 10 color.

"We have supplied the Glass Ceramic Tile to the One Thousand Ocean, one of the most luxury oceanfront
condo in Boca Raton, Florida. It is beautifully constructed and they chose to decorate the interior with the
Glass Ceramic Tile." said Kit Wong. With the Glass Ceramic Tile decorated washroom and kitchen
backsplashes we saw in the One Thousand Ocean Condo. It is not hard to imagine it will become the most
popular wall coverings materials for the coming trend.

You can find more further information of the Glass Ceramic Tile at www.manroyce.com.hk
Please join our facebook fan page at www.facebook.com/glasstile for information updated.

# # #

About Manroyce 
Manroyce established since 1991 and have being the decorative wall mosaic and glass tile manufacturer
since 2004, we make every endeavor to supply high quality glass and stone mosaic in cheap price. Our
mosaic series featuring the contemporary finish of bathroom wall, kitchen backsplash or countertop and
swimming pool tile design. For more information, please kindly visit http://www.manroyce.com.hk
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